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Note to the Coach:
If a student is able to identify rhyming sounds and word endings, he/she will 
be more successful in decoding new words. On this page, be sure to have the 
student notice the similar word endings. Go ahead and underline it.

Short Vowel Rhymes

wig pig pin dig

bat cat pot hat

map whip snap trap

brick chick stick rock
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Long Vowel Rhymes

5
hive dive kite five

goat moon coat boat

plate lake snake rake

jeep stop sleep sheep

Note to the Coach:
If a student is able to identify rhyming sounds and word endings, he/she will 
be more successful in decoding new words. On this page, be sure to have the 
student notice the similar word endings. Go ahead and underline it.
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Short Vowel Rhymes

bed sled jet bread

bat car jar star

flag cab wag bag

king ring swing skunk

Note to the Coach:
If a student is able to identify rhyming sounds and word endings, he/she will 
be more successful in decoding new words. On this page, be sure to have the 
student notice the similar word endings. Go ahead and underline it.
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Long Vowel Rhymes

plane train rake cane

pie cry fly tree

whale rain snail mail

bone hose rose toes

Note to the Coach:
If a student is able to identify rhyming sounds and word endings, he/she will 
be more successful in decoding new words. On this page, be sure to have the 
student notice the similar word endings. Go ahead and underline it.
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Directions:
Match up the consonants on the burgers with the word families on the fries and find 
many delicious rhymes.

Name: __________________________________ Date: ____________

Happy Rhymes
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® Cut & Discover: Rhyme Time
Focus Skill:
This activity allows students to practice identifying rhyming words and 
word endings.

Before You Play:
Cut out the 30 Rhyme Time cards. You may choose to laminate these 
cards to prevent normal wear and tear.

Directions:
Place all of the cards facedown on a table or even surface. The first player begins 
by flipping over two cards. If the words on the two cards rhyme, that player keeps 
the rhyme pair. If the words do not rhyme, the player simply flips the cards face-
down again. It is now the next player’s turn.

This continues until all of the rhyming matches have been discovered and all of 
the cards have been picked. 

The players count their cards, and the person with the most rhyming matches wins.
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snap chick

5
five

map brick dive

pig cart cat

dig heart hat

mug goat rock
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bug boat sock

snake fork car

lake cork star

corn tail dice

horn mail mice
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